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NEXT MEETING: - SUSPENDED DUE TO CONIV 19. 

Meetings are held on the 2ND Monday of each month at the Bairnsdale Club (except Public 

Holidays (See calendar for2020 dates) No meeting in December. AGM is held in July. 

 

   

 

FROM THE PRESIDENT 

How Time Flies  

It is hard to believe that it is almost six 

months since a small disaster on Australia 

Day left me without any fishing gear or for 

that matter anywhere to live.  

However, with the assistance from 

neighbours, friends, and colleagues, “The 

Gilly” and I worked hard to salvage what we 

could. There was no such thing as a Gap Year 

in the 1960’s so we are enjoying one this 

year. 

 

A wonderful respite was 10 days fishing in 

Turangi and environs.  For those who have 

not fished this area it is a delight to do so. 

Our trip coincided with the Commonwealth 

Fly Fishing Championships and saw many of 

the teams staying at Creel Lodge.  

 

This is a great place to stay as the gardens 

and surrounds have been nurtured over 30 

years to create a wonderful environment, 

but importantly you walk out the gate to the 

river. 

It would be fair to say that the river received 

a pounding over the weeks leading up to the 

event. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Memories of the Tongariro. 
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Left NZ on 20th March consequently spent 

14 days in isolation.  

 

We have been incredibly lucky to find a 

delightful little hideaway in the shady village 

of Newlands Arm. Pleasant views, quiet laid-

back lifestyle and where wind blows with 

great gusto. 

 

East Gippsland has been incredibly lucky 

with few cases of Covid 19 The application of 

isolation has been hard for many and 

opportunities for others. Most people I have 

spoken to have found ways of keeping busy, 

and I am reliably informed that some 

members have embarked on projects that 

have been on the backburner for some 

years. One of our number is looking for more 

painting jobs. In my case the number of flies 

in my collection has grown. 

 

It was great to get back on to the high-

country streams and cast the odd fly, even if 

the fish sometimes seem reluctant to play. 

 

While the 19/20 year has drawn to a close, 

we can look forward to enthusiasm for 20/21 

fishing season. 

 

European Nymphing is creating a lot of 

interest and excellent results for those who 

try the methods. The focus of this newsletter 

is on the four types commonly discussed. I 

hope it creates some interest for the next 

season. As Mick says “ It is like fishing with 

bait”. 

Tight Lines 

John 

 

PS: A special thank you to Michael 

Rosenboom and Karen for preparing the 

Lodge for the coming winter months. 

 

DECODING WHICH EUROPEAN NYMPHING 

METHOD TO FISH  

With the increasing popularity of European 

Nymphing Methods here in Australia, it can 

be somewhat confusing when trying to 

figure out which method to use 

 

There are 4 main European Nymphing 

Methods that are summarised below. 

  

CZECH NYMPHING METHOD  

  

The Czech Nymphing Method was developed 

by the Polish in the early 80’s and refined by 

the Czech anglers in the late 80’s. 

 

This method suits faster riffles and freestone 

streams. as well as pocket water where you 

need to get the flies down fast!  

 

It is effective in waters depths ranging from 

45cm up to 3m. In waters deeper than 3m, 

you need to lengthen the leader and begin 

losing contact with the flies which reduces 

one’s ability to detect a strike. 

The Czech Method is most suitable in: - 

• Fast moving water that is not too 

deep  

• Pocket water where you need to 

get the flies down fast  

• Water that is broken or riffled that 

will allow you to fish right under the 

rod tip without spooking fish 

• Heavily weighted flies and level 

tippet for the leader to aid in sinking 

are used. 
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POLISH NYMPHING METHOD 

 

The Polish Nymphing Method was used to 

win the regional competition between the 

teams from East Germany and the Czech 

Republic in the 1980’s.  It is fished the same 

way, as the Czech Method but the rigging 

and indicator placement are slightly 

different. 

 

 Instead of a level piece of tippet attached to 

an indicator/sighter at the fly line, the Polish 

used a piece of butt section material in the 

1X tippet size that was 50-60cm long. 

Attached to this is a single tone or two-tone 

monofilament indicator/sighter to aid in 

strike detection.  

 

From the sighter, a piece of 3X tippet 

material long enough to make the transition 

into the final desired tippet size is attached.  

 

The other main difference is that the 

dropper tag is constructed from a piece of 

tippet material (same diameter as the 

desired leader size). 

  

The main leader between two blood knots 

allows it to spin around the leader freely as 

well as slide up and down between the two 

knots.  

 

The typical Polish leader is as long as the rod 

being used but actual fishing depths will be 

decreased as the indicator /sighter is 50 to 

60cm down in the leader, not right at the fly 

line. 

 

Below are some points to help determine if 

the Polish Method is right for the water you 

are fishing:  

• Fast moving water that is not too deep  

• Pocket water where you need to get the 

flies down fast  

• Water that is broken or riffled that will 

allow you to fish right under the rod tip 

without spooking fish 

 • This method works great in water depths 

ranging from 46cm up to 122cm  

• Heavily weighted flies with the modified 

tapered leader that will get to the bottom 

quickly  

 

This is a useful method when fishing smaller 

streams and creeks because one can control 

the depth one is fishing with the 

indicator/sighter placement down in the 

leader.  

 
 

 

FRENCH NYMPHING METHOD  
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The French are masters at the long leader  

technique where they capitalize on the 

opportunistic feeding tendencies of trout 

and grayling.  

 

The French use a long-tapered butt section 

attached to a “coiled” type indicator that 

will detect the most subtle takes and allow 

the angler an extra second or two to react 

and set the hook.  

 

Below the coil, they will run level tippet in 5, 

6, 7 or 8X depending on the conditions for 

the day. This section is usually 2 to 2 ½ 

times the depth of the water being fished 

and can be easily adjusted by changing the 

length.  

 

Another main difference in the French 

Nymphing Method is the use of “Micro 

Nymphs” or smaller flies that are tied to 

imitate mayflies and other aquatic 

organisms. They typically range from a size 

12 down to a size 20. They can have a 

tungsten bead on the head or just a 

weighted under body. 

 
 

 The real key is how these Micro Nymphs 

are fished. With the long leaders that are 

sometime up to 60cm, the fly is cast directly 

upstream or slightly off centre, no more 

that 15 degrees and are not allowed to sink 

to the bottom. 

The flies are pulled back downstream 

through the water column in effect, 

swimming them through the water. 

 

Nine times out of 10, the fish will take the 

flies as they are dropping and if not, they 

will turn and eat the flies once they start 

moving downstream.  

What makes this method so effective is the 

fact that the fish never see the angler 

because he or she is always downstream.  

 

Another benefit is the smaller fly offering 

that enters the water with little or no 

disturbance at all, which really helps on 

super spooky fish.  

 

The type of water where this method works 

best is a shallow run lacking riffles or surface 

disturbance. You can position yourself 

below the fish and cast 100 to 120cm above 

them allowing you to start the drift virtually 

undetected.  

Small streams with shallow pockets tucked 

beside faster runs are also ideal for this 

method. You can lob the flies over the faster 

water and fish the slack or calm water 

without risk of spooking fish.  

 

Below are some points to help determine if 

the French Method is right for the water 

you are fishing:  

• Slow moving, shallow water with feeding 

fish  

• Water that you cannot access from the 

traditional angles without spooking fish 

(fishing at a 45-degree angle upstream) 

 • Soft, shallow pockets next to faster 

moving water that you do not want to wade 

out to and risk spooking fish  

• Water below those faster runs that tails 

out into a slick  
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• Flies are typically a smaller offering 

like “Micro Nymphs” that will land 

softer on the water and not spook fish. 

• Tippet sizes are often in the 6X to 8X 

range for stealth and the “coiled” 

indicator/sighter will help to reduce 

breakoffs in the smaller tippet sizes 

 

 
 

SPANISH NYMPHING METHOD  

  

The Spanish Nymphing Method was 

developed by the Spanish anglers 

fishing to Brown Trout in the 

mountainous regions of Spain that 

would spook when you closed the car 

door. They did not stand a chance at 

catching a fish unless they were 20 to 

30 feet away from the run they wanted 

to fish.  

 

The solution was a really long leader so 

they could keep their distance and still 

present the flies to fish in all types of 

water.  

In the faster runs and riffles, heavier fly 

offering are used to get the bugs down 

and in a shallow, smoother run fly size 

was smaller to reduce the amount of 

disturbance when the flies hit the 

water.  

The real pain of this method is casting a 

leader that is 700cm long. It sounds like 

a challenge and it is, but with practice it 

can become a real asset to one’s fishing 

arsenal.  

The hardest part of this method is 

detecting a strike. Close attention to the 

mono indicator/sighter that is hovering 

right at the water’s surface for the 

slightest pause or change of direction. 

Make an exaggerated hook set due to 

the length of the leader and the amount 

of slack in the system.  

  

Below are some points to help 

determine if the Spanish Method is 

right for the water you are fishing:  

• The fish are so spooky that they run 

when you close the car door!  

• Water that you cannot access due 

to depth or location in the river 

whether it is fast riffled water or 

smoother tail outs that is just too 

deep to wade out into.  

• Heavily pressured water where the 

fish know you when they see you. 

They may stay in the run but not eat. 

 • Deeper water below those faster 

runs that tails out into a slick and is 

just too deep for the Czech or Polish 

Methods  

• This method works great in water 

depths ranging from 60cm up to 

400cm • Adjust flies according to the 

depth of water, 

• Tippet sizes can vary from 4 to 5X in 

the faster water to 6 or 7X in the 

slower, shallower water.  

There are a wide range of videos on You Tube 

that illustrate the fishing methods.  One 

example is  https://diyflyfishing.com/euro-

nymphing 

 
References -Blue Quill Angler 

https://bluequillangler.com/learn-fly-fishing/european-

nymphing-methods 
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BAIRNSDALE FLY FISHER CLUB INC.   8-Jun-20 

TREASURER’S REPORT For June, 2020  Newsletter.     

Opening balance as at May 1, 2020     118.84 

Transactions from May 1 to May 31, 2020       

Receipts Inc Transfers   670.02 788.86 

Payments  (Including Transfers) 289.64     

        

Reconciled Balance June 2, 2020     499.22 

    

Transactions since June 2, 2020    
Payments To be made inc.  Direct Debit Lodge 

Ins  259.64  
Outstanding Cheques  0.00  
Deposits    0.00  
Cheque Account balance June 2, 2020  499.22  
Community Solutions Cash Reserve Account   6166.57  
                               (inc US ReHab Donation)  3972.14  
TOTAL CLUB FUNDS   10637.93  

    

ACCOUNTS FOR PAYMENT     

Nil    

    

ACCOUNTS  PAID TO BE APPROVED    
Wilson's Bairnsdale (Battery Charger Lodge)    
 

   
Ron Healey    
Treasurer    
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BUDGET To 11th June, 2020    

BAIRNSDALE FLY FISHERS CLUB INC.   Ctd:-     Budget Actual  Budget 

INCOME & EXPENDITURE 2019/2020 AND BUDGET ESTIMATE FOR YEAR 2020/21 2019/2020 2019/2020 2020/2021 

     C/f 6509 3705 6044 

Income & Expenditure Budget Actual  Budget INSURANCE Public Liability 740 470 540 

Category  2019/2020 2019/2020 2020/2021 Stationery 50 0 20 

INCOME      NEWSLETTER            

Raffle Ticket Sales 0 0 0       Postage & Stationery 0 0 0 

Raffle Expenses 0 0 0       Printing - Copy paper 0 0 0 

Raffle Donations 0 0 0 POSTAL COSTS        

Annual Dinner Function 0 60 0                          PO Box Rental 200 201 210 

Annual Dinner  Costs -300 -225 -300                         Stamps General 20 15 20 

INTEREST EARNED Bank A/cs 12 7 6        

        WEBSITE Hosting & Domain 150 150 150 

Donations 100 342 100 CLUB TRIPS Pay Accomm 0 0 0 

General Income -188 184 -194 CLUB TRIPS Deposits Subsidy 0 0 0 

MEMBERSHIP              

Joining Fees 240 320 240 TOTAL OUTFLOWS 7669 4541 6984 

Member Subs 4900 4150 4600 SURPLUS/DEFICIT 533 1753 812 

Junior Subs 0 0 0      

TOTAL 5140 4470 4840      

             

LODGE INCOME       Estimates on Membership & Lodge Fees 2020/2021   

Lodge Fees 3250 1610 3150 Membership Estimate     

Total Lodge Income 3250 1610 3150 BUDGET                        Senior 46 $100.00 $4,600 

50th Anniversary item sales 0 30 0                                        Junior 0 $15.00 $0 

TOTAL INCOME 8202 6294 7796 Joining Fee (Juniors nil) 3 $80.00 $240 

EXPENSES       Lodge Fees     

LODGE       2020/2021 Nights Fee   

Annual Site Rental 114 114 114 Estimate Members Nights  150 $15.00 $2,250 

EGSC Rates 735 723 735 

              Members Guests 

Nights 45 $20.00 $900 

Equipment/Furniture & 

Fittings 400 178 300       $3,150 

Gas 820 38 700 The year of Bushfires and Covid-19, yes it cost the Club $1300 in 

Miscellaneous 50 0 50 cancelled Lodge Fees, without these Lodge Income would have  

Property & Contents Insurance 1200 1160 1320 been close to budget.  Lower usage meant expenses   
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Purchases/Consumables 100 86 100 were down by $1600, Maintenance, gas etc was only $192, we 

Repairs & Maintenance 500 40 300 still have fixed costs of rates, insurance etc, this year at $1997. 

Total Lodge Costs 3919 2339 3619 The Budget Surplus for 2019.20 was $533 at this time we have a   

Profit/Loss on Lodge -669 -729 -469 surplus of $1753, plus we have $300 of Lodge bookings in June to 

       come with few expenses remaining.    

OTHER EXPENSES      Member subs were down on budget by $750 and our total 

AFFILIATION SUBS 

(ATF&CVFFC) 200 144 160 membership is down to 47, the lowest I can remember in my 20 

ANNUAL AWARDS Engraving 200 80 100 years as Treasurer, although I might add that 54 is the highest we 

                             Trophies *** 600 1000 600 have had. We inducted 4 new members during the year and there 

BANK CHARGES 0 0 0 are a couple of prospects for the new financial year.   

Club Badges & Shirts 50 83 50 The Cancellation of Opening and Donger weekends reduced 

CLUB FUNCTIONS 0   0 Club Function costs and our General Expenses are also well down. 

Opening, Donger Etc 700 0 700 ***A note on trophy costs, the $1000 represents annual trophies 

        for 2 years.  The 2019/20 have already been purchased. Usually 

Donations 0 0 0 this invoice would be paid in July.    

EQUIPMENT  Purchases 0 0 0 Members have been copied with the correspondence relating 

         Repairs & Maintenance 0 0 0 to the donation from North West Fly Anglers Club from the  

FEES & PERMITS 65 59 65 Seattle area in the USA.  A member Alan Pilkington is a friend of 

GENERAL EXPENSES       Trevor Stows.  The Club's members kindly donated A$3972.14 

Advertising 0 0 0 towards stream rehabilitation after the Bush Fires.  This will 

Honour Board Signwriting 50 0 75 be kept on hold until works can be planned.    

Meeting Expenses 250 0 250      

-Attendance Draw Prize 300 0 300 I recommend that Subs remain at $100 per year, $15 juniors 

Memorial Plaques 100 0 0 $80 Joining Fee.  No joining fee Juniors.  Also that Lodge Fees 

Life Member Awards 0 0 50 stay at $15 Members and $20 Guests per night.   

Miscellaneous 75 0 75 Ron Healey     

Sub-Total 6509 3705 6044 Treasurer       
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 COMMITTEE 2019/2020           CALENDAR 2020    

  

PRESIDENT:      John Scott    0400 378 165       

johntrout@iinet.net.au   

  

Vice President  Colin Belfield 0438 224 096 

colin@cwbairnsdale.com.au   

  

SECRETARY:     Phill Jones   0434610048 

omeo@dcsi.net.au    

  

TREASURER:     Ron Healey 5153 0180 

rajh1236@aussiebb.com.au   

  

EDITOR:   

Executive Members  Jim Comber   5155 3922   

jimbo227@bigpond.com    

  Ingomar Mathes 0427 535 461  

ingomar1@bigpond.net.au    

  Matt Cole 0418 396 161 

mattcole193@bigpond.com    

  John Roche   0487 048 767   

geashill.jr@gmail.com   

  

Delegate to CVFFC:  Adrian Bond   

  
 

Please note that due to several public 

holidays in 2020 dates meeting dates 

have been adjusted accordingly.  

2020  

January 13th @ 7pm Bairnsdale  

Club  

February 10th @ 7pm Bairnsdale  

Club  

March 16th  

April 20th 

May 11  

June 15  

July 13 Annual General meeting  

(To Be Advised due to Coniv 19) 

August 10th @ 7pm Bairnsdale  

Club  

September 14t@ 7pm Bairnsdale  

Club h   

November 9 @ 7pm Bairnsdale  

Club  

December 14 Awards Night and   

  

 

  

MINUTES of the March 16th 2020  MEETING OF THE BAIRNSDALE FLY FISHERS CLUB held  

at the  Bairnsdale Club. 

PRESENT:-   Colin Belfield(vice president), Phill Jones, Mick Rosenboom,  Jeff Johnson, Matt Cole, Trevor 

Stow, Ingomar Matthes, Ron Healey, Rob Butler, John Murray, John Roche, Matt Dalziel & Rob Morecroft. 

 

APOLOGIES  John Scott, Jim Comber, Peter Hart, Darel Brew, Christie Arras, Hardy Fandrich and Ian 

Currie. 

. 

GUESTS:-    none 

VISITORS:-   none 

CONFIRMATION OF THE MINUTES 
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Ingomar Matthes moved and seconded by Jeff Johnson that the minutes of the previous meeting as 

published in the clubs newsletter be accepted.  Carried 

BUSINESS ARISING  

Nil  

TREASURERS REPORT Ron Healey moved and John Roche seconded that the treasurers report as 

published in the clubs newsletter  be accepted.     Carried 

 

 

CORRESPONDENCE –  

Inwards: Flyer from ATF regarding the upcoming Ovens River Challenge to be held 28th and 29th March in 

Myrtleford.  

Email from John Hilvert from  Bruces Waterside Units in Mallacoota offering 10% discount on 

accommodation for members . 

Email from Phil Mattison from Inverloch offering special rates on his ABNB  15 guests costs from $400- 

$600 per day depending on season. 

Email from Stuart Wilson seeking volunteers  for another  broom control weekend 17th – 19th April. 

(Secretary will email him an apology) 

Email from Chris Dooley CVFFC regarding public liability insurance.( Ron has under control) 

Email request from the ATF seeking support for grant submission on Wild Trout Management Program by 

the Bairnsdale Flyfishers.  

Mail: Notice of Victorian Fisheries Angling Clubs Liaison meeting to be held in Traralgon 16/4/2020 

Outwards: Letter of support for ATFs submission ( drafted by the secretary and read out at meeting) sent 

to Fisheries Victoria 

Email to Will Davidson VFFA confirming date and arrangements for upcoming Donger weekend. 

Email to Matt Moore (USA) Letter of Appreciation regarding their kind donation to the Australian Trout 

Stream Relief Fund. (Letter drafted by Trevor Stow and read out to members by the Secretary) 

Phill Jones moved that the correspondence as itemised be accepted. 

Seconded by John Murray. Carried. 

GENERAL BUSINESS –     

VFFA Donger weekend.  Phill Jones moved that the VFFA/Donger weekend be cancelled in light of Corona  

virus outbreak. Seconded by Trevor Stow. Carried. 

Trevor Stow updated members on some options for a club organised trip to NZ. 

In light of the current climate on the virus and overseas travel restrictions/quarantine etc.  this subject will 

be discussed later in the year. 
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Phill Jones moved that the April meeting should be cancelled. Seconded by Trevor Stow. Carried. 

 

 LODGE REPORT –  

A few members visited the lodge on the substitute Eucumbene weekend. 

Phill wiper snipped grass around the lodge and Ingomar replaced battery charger that had ceased working.  

FISH REPORT –  Recent flathead morning at lake Tyers  organised by Jim Comber saw 3 fish caught  1 by 

Hardy Fandrich  and 2 by Phill Jones the biggest being 53cm.  A bit of beginners luck on my part . 

Rob Morecroft won the Eucumbene trophy at the lodge with a fish of 2lb3oz. 

Ingomar caught the most fish (9) the biggest being 1lb8oz just pipped by Rob. 

Phill fished the Mitta over February  and caught fish to 2lb, the best fish were all landed on euro nymphing 

, Trevor Stow landed fish to 2lb8oz also euro nymphing, Matt Cole fished the Mitta and caught a few fish 

including a  1lb rainbow. 

Mick ,Colin and Hardy Fandrich recently returned from New Zealand and reported some tough conditions. 

This did not stop them from getting amongst some nice fish though, Hardy landed a fish of 3.5lb I think he 

would have been happy with that, Colin biggest being a nice fish of 4lb. 

Mick with his usual prowesss managed to land a fish of 5.5lb in the Mataura and the following week on 

the Oreti hooked 2 fish of 6lb and to top that off, one of 10lb. From all reports he had to work hard for 

these considering the recent flooding. 

 

MEMBERS DRAW 

John Murray  


